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Abstract
Analyses of physical human behavioral data measured
using wearable sensors have revealed that face-to-face
interaction plays an important role on group
performance. We have developed a web application
that captures face-to-face interaction among employees
as measured using wearable sensor badges and that
provides persuasive feedback which encourages
managers to try and change employee behaviors so as
to improve business performance. Testing of this
“Workscape Explorer” application in a call center
environment revealed that it has a significant effect on
improving employee performance.
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Introduction
Group dynamics has been quantitatively analyzed using
a rich trove of human behavioral data reflected in sent
e-mail logs, mobile phone location logs, social network
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site ac
ctivity records, an
nd/or face-to-face
e interaction
data measured
m
using wearable
w
sensors [1,2,3,5].
[
These
analys
ses have revealed
d human behaviorral patterns that
affect group performan
nce [6] and have facilitated
f
the
develo
opment of groupw
ware that makes use
u of such
behav
vioral patterns to improve group pe
erformance [4].
Howev
ver, the effects off using group behavioral patterns
as a principal
p
design sttrategy for a group
pware
applic
cation designed to
o improve business performance
have not been sufficien
ntly evaluated.
ad employees in call
c centers wear sensor
s
badges
We ha
and examined the relattionships between
n their physical
behav
viors and their perrformance. Our re
esults revealed
that fa
ace-to-face intera
action during breaks affects their
perforrmance. We then developed a web application
based
d on this finding and evaluated its effect
e
on call
center performance.
Figure 1
1. (a) Sensor badge and (b)
telemark
keter wearing the badge.
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TMs
31 female
20
2 male
49 female
30
3 male
85 female
54
5 male
64 female
36
3 male

Table 1. Experiment details
s.

Sens
sor Badge
The badge-shaped wea
arable sensors (Fig
g. 1 (a)) we
develo
oped are for use in measuring phys
sical behaviors.
Data on
o the wearer's physical movements are captured
by a three-axis
t
MEMS (micro
(
electro mechanical
system
m) acceleration se
ensor and are use
ed to detect
individ
dual activities. Six
x IrDA (infrared data association)
transc
ceivers on the fron
nt of the badge an
nd facing
differe
ent angles are use
ed to detect face-to-face events.
They can transmit and receive signals up
p to a distance
of 3 m within a 15˚ con
ne. Two face 15˚ leftward
horizo
ontally, two face 15˚
1
rightward horrizontally, and
the otther two face forw
ward and 30˚ dow
wnward. With
this alignment, the ove
erall detection range is 60˚
horizo
ontally and vertica
ally, which should cover virtually
any fa
ace-to-face interaction in an office environment.
e
By using user IDs linke
ed to each badge, information can

be obtaine
ed about who mett whom, when, an
nd for how
long. The captured data are
e stored in built-in
n 32-MB
flash mem
mory and offloaded
d for database tra
ansfer while
the badge is in the charging
g cradle overnightt. The
badge is liight and small eno
ough to be hung ffrom one’s
neck durin
ng working hours (86 × 54 × 7 mm
m, 34 g).
The batterry lasts about 24 hours between ch
harges.
Location in
nformation is also
o obtained using IR beacons
set at partticular places such
h as in a smoking area, a
break room
m and the official meeting space.

Experim
ment
Targets
We targete
ed three “outbound
d” call centers. Em
mployees call
potential c ustomers in an efffort to sell them a product or
to get them
m to contract for a service. A person making
such marke
keting phone calls is called a telemark
keter (TM).
The three ccall centers, Call C
Centers A, B, and C are located
in west, no
ortheast, and centrral Japan, respectiv
vely. We
conducted a total of four exp
periments (Table 1). In Exps.
1 and 2, th
he TMs marketed a
an Internet TV serv
vice. In
Exps. 3 an d 4, they marketed two different typ
pes of
Internet se
ervices. We measu
ured the physical behaviors of
having
the TMs, su
upervisors (SVs), a
and managers by h
them wearr sensor badges (F
Fig. 1 (b)). We plac
ced IR
beacons att all their desks to enable us to detec
ct when
they were at their desk work
king and when they
y were away
from their desk resting.
Measures
The physiccal movements off the TMs were captured
or in the badges tthey wore.
using the a
acceleration senso
The zero-ccrossing count, de
efined as the num
mber of
times the acceleration signa
al crossed the zerro-level per
unit time, was used to dete
ermine the activity
y level: the
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higher the count, the more active the TM’s bodily
movements. Each TM’s activity level was judged to be
in one of two states, active or non-active, every minute
in accordance with the zero-crossing count. The
threshold value for the count was set to 2 Hz on the
basis of the results of a preliminary study, which
showed that it was the level at which active motion
such as conversation with gestures could be
distinguished from quieter motion such as keyboard
typing. Therefore, the activity level for a minute during
which the zero-crossing count was greater than 2 Hz
was judged to be in the active state, otherwise it was
judged to be in the non-active state.
We then defined the activity level of the entire call
center as;

M
Group Activity Level 
M

i
Active

i

GAL
Exp.

C.C.
Resting

A

−0.11

0.38**

2

B

0.28

0.37**

3

B

0.25

0.53***

0.25

0.72***

4

C

0.45**

0.41*

p < 0.1,

,

(1)

i

Working

1

*

i
All

0.05
**

p < 0.05,

0.38**
***

p < 0.01

Table 2. Correlation coefficients
between daily GAL and daily call
center performance. In Exps. 1 and 2,
they marketed an Internet TV service.
In Exps. 3 and 4, they marketed two
different types of Internet services.

where M iAll is the total number of minutes TMi was in a
defined period (e.g. total minutes he or she was at
desk working, or away from desk resting during a day)
and M iActive is the total number of minutes TMi was
judged to be in the active state during that period.
Hereafter, we call the value calculated in eq. (1) the
“group activity level,” or GAL for short. The GAL took a
value of 0 to 1, where a higher value means that the
call center was more active.
Their face-to-face interactions were captured using the
IrDA transceivers in the badges. We interpret that two
people interacted with each other if there was a faceto-face event between them exceeding a predefined
threshold. We defined the threshold as 3 minutes per
day, and counted the number of people with whom

each TMi interacted as degree, ki. The larger the ki, the
more actively he or she interacted with others.
As a measure which represents call center performance
we used “the number of orders received per hour,” which
is the number of products a TM sold per hour.
Results
We found that daily call center performance (i.e., the
average performance of the TMs working each day)
correlated significantly with the daily GAL while resting.
Whether they were at their desks was determined from
the data collected by the IR beacons on their desks.
That is, if there was no face-to-face event between a
sensor badge and an IR beacon at the desk, the TM
wearing that badge was not at the desk working but on
a break, resting. As shown in Table 2, this correlation
was observed in all experiments. In contrast, the daily
GAL while working was not correlated with the daily call
center performance for the experiments (except for one
of the two products in Exp. 4).
We examined the causality: does GAL affect
performance or does performance affect GAL? Our trial
letting TMs take breaks at the same time changed their
ways of communication during breaks. We observed
significant increase in their average degree, GAL, and
performance. This indicates that face-to-face
interaction during breaks affects GAL, which in turn
affects the performance.

Workscape Explorer
We then developed a web application for managers and
SVs named “Workscape Explorer” (WSE) that provides
feedback on face-to-face interaction, GAL, and
performance. Both the behavioral data and daily
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business performance data of each TM are transferred
to the server overnight and analyzed automatically by a
Java Servlet 3.0 application on the server. It calculates
the daily GAL while resting, the daily face-to-face
interaction indices ki, and the daily average
performance of the call center.

A screenshot of the main WSE page is shown in Fig. 2.
WSE runs on the Google Chrome browser. Daily
business performance and GAL are represented in the
graph labeled (A). Data for two weeks are plotted. A
manager can quickly grasp the trends in business
performance and GAL by viewing the graph.

Figure 2. Screenshot of main WSE page.
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We sh
how these two values for the first (d
d1) and second
(d2) weeks
w
on the bar graphs labeled (C
C) for GAL, and
(D) fo
or performance. The average degre
ee is likewise
shown
n on the one labelled (B). These thrree bar graphs
were arranged from lefft to right to repre
esent our design
principle: face-to-face interaction affects
s GAL, and GAL
affects performance. Th
hese visualizations from (A) to
(D) im
mplement the stra
ategy for improvin
ng call center
perforrmance: continuously monitor not only
o
perforrmance data but also
a
GAL during breaks, and
face-tto-face interaction
n among employee
es.

Figure 3. Screenshot of fac
ce-toface nettwork diagram page of
WSE.

The names of all the TM
Ms are listed on th
he left of the
main user interface, in a “Communicatio
on Support
Targets” listing (E). The
e default ordering
g is as follows.
The names are first sorrted by performan
nce (Pfm), with
the lowest performance
e at the top. They
y are then
sorted
d by face-to-face interaction index ki, with lowest
degre
ee at the top. This enables the managers to focus
on the
e TMs with the wo
orst performance and
a
the least
amount of interaction. The “Guid.” colum
mn shows the
number of comments posted
p
for the TM by the SVs or
managers. Detailed info
ormation about th
he trends for a
TM in terms of perform
mance, face-to-face
e interaction,
and posted comments can be obtained by
b clicking on
the TM
M’s name, which causes
c
the display
y to jump to an
individ
dual page. This “C
Communication Su
upport Targets”
list is used by managerrs or SVs to find TMs
T
who should
be appropriately supported.
e
that the
t
GAL during
Our finding in all four experiments
resting affects group pe
erformance indica
ates that this
effect goes beyond call centers and the products
p
they
sell. We
W added a social-network-like func
ction to WSE
(F) that promotes inforrmation sharing an
nd decision
makin
ng in call centers. Managers can post comments

and messa
ages regarding, fo
or example, the co
ontent of
trials for im
mproving perform
mance or guidance
e for
individual TMs. The posted comments concerrning the
entire call center, for example, announcemen
nt of a trial
starting, a
are shown on the main page. The comments
for an indiividual TM are sho
own only on that iindividual’s
page, not on the main page
e.
A manage r can browse all tthe comments in tthe “Latest
Commentss” list (G) on the rright, where comm
ments are
listed with
h the latest at the top. They can thu
us view the
temporal ttrend of the comm
ments, which shou
uld help
them desig
gn techniques and
d strategies for ch
hanging TM
behavior a
and improving perrformance.
Another pa
age in WSE prese
ents a face-to-face
e network
diagram th
hat enables mana
agers to quickly grrasp the
group’s facce-to-face interac
ction situation ((H) in Fig. 3).
It represen
nts face-to-face in
nteractions among
g TMs, SVs,
and manag
gers per day, ave
eraged over the pe
eriod
defined on
n the main page (default is latest tw
wo weeks).
Each node
e represents a perrson: TMs are blue
e, SVs are
pink, man agers are orange,, general manager is red,
and otherss are gray. Links a
are drawn if there
e was a
face-to-facce event between
n two people for a length of
time excee
eding a predefined
d threshold.
This face-tto-face network is
s drawn using the
e spring
model, in w
which nodes with more links are lo
ocated
closer toge
ether while those with fewer links a
are located
further apa
art. Therefore, pe
eople located at th
he edge of
the netwo rk have less interraction with the otthers and
could be ccandidates for guid
dance by the SVs and
managers . This network als
so makes it possib
ble to
discover a “hub” person, so
omeone who may be a
hidden gro
oup leader.
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Evaluation
WSE was launched for Call Center B on 27 May 2013.
This call center had 110 TMs (81 female, 29 male) and
28 SVs at the time. Immediately after introducing WSE,
the call center manager started using it to design a trial
for improving the GAL of his teams. He then announced
the trial by posting a comment in field (F):
“We have started using a new business system using
wearable sensors. A trial to improve GAL so as to
improve performance will start on 3 June.”
The following week (27 May to 2 June), he selected 12
TMs (targets) who had lower performance and less
face-to-face interaction by using the “Communication
Support Targets” list (E) and the face-to-face network
diagram (H). He also selected 7 TMs (supporters) who
had higher performance and more interaction in the
same way. In the trial, the 7 supporters were asked to
actively communicate with the 12 targets during their
breaks, particularly in the break room.

Figure 4. Effect of introducing
WSE.

As shown in Fig. 4, we found that performance of Call
Center B increased significantly after the trial started,
from 0.49 in May to 0.63 in June on average (p <
0.0001). To identify other factors that might have
caused the increase in performance in June, we
compared the performance with that of another call
center located in a different town (Call Center D) that
sold the same product. Their average performance in
May was 0.62, and that in June was 0.59, and there
was no statistically significant difference between them
(p > 0.34). This indicates that the increase in
performance in Call Center B was not caused by a
seasonal factor. Call Center B conducted the same trial
in July with other 11 targets. The performance in July

continued to increase, reaching 0.66 on average, which
was significantly higher than the performance of Call
Center D in July (0.60, p < 0.05).

Discussion and Conclusion
The results of our experiments demonstrated that
business performance can be improved by using WSE,
which consists of wearable sensor badges employees
wear, IR beacons distributed in the environment, a
server-side application for data analysis, and client
applications for visualization and feedback of group
dynamics. Regarding the functions implemented in WSE,
the managers and SVs were quite positive about using
them. We received many positive comments in
particular for the face-to-face network diagram
visualization function, which was useful for designing
trials for improving workplace communication. Future
work includes introducing WSE to several call centers
and enhancing its functionality to make it useful for
multiple call center operation.
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